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September- week 4:

Musical Concepts:
q qr h w
create rondo

New Songs:    Concept:
10. Turkey Lurkey  CD1: 11  smd 
* show high/middle/low, derive solfa , teacher notates
11. Shake the Papaya   CD1: 12-37  Calypso
* create rondo using unpitched rhythm instruments or 
boomwhackers    smd 

Review Songs:    Concept:
8. Whoopee Cushion  CD1: 8-9-35  d m s d’, round
9. Rocky Mountain   CD1: 10-36   drm sl, AB form

General Classroom Music Lesson:

q qr  Erase:  Use first half of “Rocky Mountain.”
The rhythm is written as follows.  

qr qr | qr qr | qr qr | h | qr qr | qr qr | qr qr | h ||

Rhythm Erase:  Put all eight measures on the board.  Students read 
all eight.  Erase two measures.  The students say all eight measures 
including the missing ones.  Erase another two.   The students say 
all eight measures including the missing ones.  Continue until 
the students have to remember all eight measures.  Choose four 
students to put the missing measures back.  After the students have 
put all eight measures back, ask them to try to identify the song.

2.  “Turkey Lurkey” is a reading song/game.  Have the students 
read the rhythms from the student books, or write the rhythm on 
the board as follows:

qr qr | qr q | qr qr | qr q | qr qr  | qr qr | qr Q | Q Q

This is a good song to use to show the melodic contour - how the 
melody goes up and down  (or teach using solfa).  On the board 
draw the contour of the first line:

O        O                 O     O
    O       O                 O      O
                    OO O                  OO O 

Play or sing the melody for the students.  Teach and play the game.  
If your students are learning solfege they can read the song using 
solfa notes.

This song is sung twice.  The first time it is sung in a moderato 
tempo.  The second time the tempo is allegro.  Read and discuss 
the tempo terms given after the song.  A chart of tempo terms is 
given in the Listen Kit Level 3 that you can copy and enlarge to 
keep on the classroom bulletin board.

3.  Teach song #11 “Shake the Papaya” by rote.  
When the students can sing the entire song, use the song as the 
theme of a rondo.  Choose or create rhythm patterns to perform as 
variations between the singing of the theme.  (You could choose 
three rhythm flashcards.)  The final form will be:

A - sing
B - perform first rhythm pattern as many times as needed
(8 slow beats or 16 fast ones)
A - sing
C - perform second rhythm pattern
A -  sing
D - perform third rhythm pattern
A -  sing

You can perform the rhythm patterns on unpitched percussion 
instruments or on Boomwhackers® (colored percussion tubes).

4.  Assess individuals as they sing with the class.  Have the children 
stand up in class list order.   Play the song on the CD and have 
the entire class sing.  Listen to each child sing alone for a few 
seconds and grade on your class list as you go.  For the September 
assessment use #9 “Rocky Mountain.”

Listening Resource Kit Level 3:
LCD#2:  Viennese Musical Clock  rondo

Kodaly Activity:
Sing and sign lsmd flashcards.
10. Turkey Lurkey   smd 
* show high/middle/low with hand signs or arm motions
* derive solfa
* teacher notates
* students notate

Orff Activity:
9. Rocky Mountain    Orff Source #56
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10.  Turkey Lurkey
CD1: 11

Tempo in music tells us how fast or slow to sing or play. Italian words are used to describe 
different speeds or tempos.  Sing  “Turkey Lurkey” moderato and then allegro.

largo very slow
adagio   slow    allegro             lively and quick
andante slow, at a walking pace presto              very quick
moderato moderate pace   prestissimo     as quick as possible

Game Directions:  Have the children make a circle.  Choose one child to be the turkey.  The turkey struts around the outside 
of the circle while all the children sing the song.  At the end of the song, the turkey tags a child who chases and tries to tag 
the turkey before the turkey reaches the inside of the circle.  Both the “turkey” and the “chaser” sit in the middle of the circle 
until all the children have had a turn.

Teaching Purpose/Suggestions:    “Turkey Lurkey” is a reading song/game.  Have students read the rhythms.  If they have 
learned to read the solfa notes s m d in Grade 2, they could also read the solfege for the song.  If not, come back to this song 
after you have labelled do and read it using solfa notes.   (1)

Playing and Creating:    This song is sung twice.  The first time it is sung in a moderato tempo.  The second time the tempo 
is allegro.  Read and discuss the tempo terms given after the song.  A chart of tempo terms is given in the Listen Kit Level 
3 that you can copy and enlarge to keep on the classroom bulletin board.     (2, 3, 4)

Music Reading and Writing:    Have the students read the rhythms from the student books, or write the rhythm on the board 
as follows:       qr qr | qr q | qr qr | qr q | qr qr  | qr qr | qr Q | Q Q

This is a good song to use to show the melodic contour - how the melody goes up and down (or teach using solfa).  On the 
board draw the contour of the first line:

O        O                 O     O
    O       O                 O      O
                    OO O                  OO O 

When the students have played the game and are very familiar with the song, have them create their own melody maps of 
the song using chalk on sidewalks, string, magnets, bingo dabbers or markers.   (5)

Listening and Evaluating:   List the six tempos above on the board. Sing or play the song at different tempos and have 
a student go to the board and point out the correct tempo.  Have the students discuss how performing the song at different 
tempos changes the way that they feel about the song.  Do they get more excited when they sing at a faster tempo?   (6, 7)
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11.  Shake the Papaya
CD1: 12-37

Write or improvise a four measure rhythm pattern to create a rondo with “Shake the Papaya.”  
This is rondo form:  A B A C A D A   
Sing the song (A), play a rhythm pattern (B), sing (A), play a new rhythm pattern (C), sing 
(A), play a new rhythm pattern  (D) and sing (A).   
Play your rhythm patterns on boomwhackers or rhythm instruments.

Teaching Purpose/Suggestions:  create rhythm compositions, rondo.  Teach song #11 “Shake the Papaya” by rote.  When 
you have taught and performed the rondo, it is suggested that you listen to a rondo.   Use #2 in the Listening Resource Kit 
Level 3.  Information on this example is given on the next page of the guide.  (1)

Playing and Creating:  When the students can sing the entire song, use the song as the theme of a rondo.  Choose, impro-
vise or create rhythm patterns to perform as variations between the singing of the theme.  (You could choose three rhythm 
flashcards.)  The final form will be:
A  -  sing
B  -  perform first rhythm pattern as many times as needed
(8 slow beats or 16 fast ones)
A  -  sing
C  -  perform second rhythm pattern
A  -  sing
D  -  perform third rhythm pattern
A  -  sing

1. You can perform the rhythm patterns on unpitched percussion instruments or on Boomwhackers® (colored percussion 
tubes).   Discuss how each instrument is played and how the sound is made.  Ask the students how many ways they can sort 
the instruments.  They may sort them by timbre or they may sort by the way they are played.
2.  Have students listen to the song on the CD. Have them decide what style of dance or movements should go with the 
music.  Have them create some movement patterns to fit each part of the rondo.   (2, 3, 4)
Music Reading and Writing:   Notate the rhythm pattern that is created for the rondo using the beat chart that is given 
above.  Have students read it.     (5)
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Listening Resource Kit Level 3 - #2  CD Track 2:   Viennese Musical Clock             2:10 
Composer:  Zoltán Kodaly (1882-1967)

About the composition:  This composition  is part of the Háry János Suite.  Háry János was a character in Hungar-
ian folk tales.  He was a soldier who bragged about his adventures.  In this part of the story, Háry János comes upon 
a musical clock.  Toy soldiers march around the clock when the clock strikes the hour.   There is a real mechanical 
clock like this in front of the Imperial Palace in Vienna, Austria. This piece is a rondo.  In a rondo, a theme (A) is 
repeated with different sections  (B, C, D) in between each repetition of the theme.   The form of this rondo is:  A B A 
C A D A   Listening maps, playalongs and cup games with this selection are included in the Listening Resource Kit.

Listening and Evaluating:    Have small groups of students play the B C D sections that they have created.  Have the rest 
of the class listen to each creating.  Invite the students to compliment or comment on each performance.  If they are com-
menting, have them start the comments with “I noticed” or “I wondered.”

Curriculum Connections:    Bring a papaya into the classroom, along with information books on where they grow. Cut up 
the fruit and allow students to sample it.     (8)

Classifying families of Non-pitched Percussion Instruments:  Non-pitched percussion instruments are usually classified 
or organized by the way the sound is made into four families:  Woods, Metals, Membranes, Shakes and Scrapes.  Some in-
struments (tambourine, bells, jingle tap) can be classified as metals or as shakes and scrapes.  Discuss how each instrument 
is played and how the sound is made.  Ask the students how many ways they can sort the instruments.  They may sort them 
by timbre or they may sort by the way they are played.  You may have the instruments shown below in your classroom, or 
you may have different ones.  Use whatever percussion instruments you have available in your teaching situation.

Non-Pitched Instruments

woodblock

hand drum

cowbell

finger cymbals

triangle

jingle tap

bells

maracas

conga

claves

bongos

rhythm sticks

tambourine

sandpaper blocks

Woods

MetalsMembranes

Shakes and Scrapes
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October- week 1:
   
Musical Concepts:  
q qr Q h qttt
creating tone bar / Orff accompaniment
Thanksgiving
rhythm comes from the sounds of the music or words

New Songs:    Concept:
q qr Flashcards * create a canon on rhythm instruments
12.  Pass a Beanbag  CD1: 13  smd
* read rhythms and smd from student books
13. Seasons  CD1: 14-38   expression
* teach song by rote, find all dynamic symbols in song and re-
view
14. I’m Thankful For  CD1: 15-39   Thanksgiving
* create new verses,  fermata, h.

Review Songs:    Concept:
10. Turkey Lurkey   *review, play game smd

General Classroom Music Lesson:

1.  Choose 4 rhythm flashcards.  Give the class two to three 
different kinds of rhythm instruments.  Create a rhythm canon by 
having each group play the four cards starting one measure after 
the other.  For example:
Group 1 - rhythm sticks
Group 2 - jingle taps
Group 3 - egg shakers
Group 1 begins and plays the rhythms through twice.  Group 2 
begins when the first group has played one measure.  Group 3 
begins when the second group has played one measure.

2.  Song #12 “Pass a Beanbag” is a reading song.
Have the students read the rhythms from the student books, or 
write the rhythm on the board.   Sing the song in solfa.  If you don’t 
teach solfa, show the melodic contour with arm motions.

qr qr qr qr | qr qr q Q | qr qr qr qr | qr qr q Q

This is a good song to use to show the melodic contour - how the 
melody goes up and down  (or teach using solfa).  On the board 
draw the contour:

OO                 OO       O   OO                   OOOO         
     OO       OO     OO             OO      OO       
          OO                                   OO                     O

Play or sing the melody for the students.  Teach and play the game.  
If your students are learning solfege they can complete the solfege 
exercise in the student book and sing the melody in solfa.

2.  Listen to song #13 “Seasons” on the CD.  Ask the students 
to listen to the tempo (speed) and dynamics (loud or soft) of the 
song.  After they have listened, ask the students why the composer 
might have chosen tempo and dynamic for the song. (This is in 

the Ontario expectations for Grade 3:  * identify and explain the 
effects of different musical choices.  If you wish, you could have 
students write their responses and use this to assess).

This song also provides a good opportunity to have students identify 
different dynamics in a song.  Have them find all the dynamic 
markings in the song and write them on the board.  Write what 
each of the markings means.  Definitions of dynamic markings 
are given in the student book on page 15.  You will find this in the 
teacher guide following song #21.

The song is in two parts.  Point out to the students that the song 
begins in unison (all voices sing the same part), but divides into 
two different parts in the fifth system.  Teach part one (the top part) 
first, and show the students how to jump from one system to the 
next.   When the students know the song well, teach part two.

This song is part of a collection of art songs by Craig Cassils and 
Cheryl Heuser.  For information on the rest of the collection, email 
tvmusic@telusplanet.net

3.  For Canadians, Thanksgiving comes in October.  Song #14 
“I’m Thankful,” is a song about what we’re thankful for.  Teach 
the song by rote, having students read the words in the student 
book as you teach.  Ask the children to suggest things that they are 
thankful for.  Incorporate some of these into the song.  Give the 
children the opportunity to sing their suggestion alone.  American 
teachers may want to teach the song now and review in November 
for American Thanksgiving.

4.  Review song #10, “Turkey Lurkey” and play the game.

Listening Resource Kit Level 3:
LCD#3:  Andantino-Allegro, Mozart flute
Many teaching suggestions are given in the Listening Kit.

Kodaly Activity:
lsmd flashcard:  Which flashcard did I sing/play?

Orff Activity:
Create a rhythm canon as discussed in activity 1.  

Curriculum Connections:
Science:  Discuss the reasons why leaves fall from trees.  What 
kinds of trees have leaves that fall?  Why do some trees have 
leaves that fall, and others stay green all year?

PE:
* Spend a phys ed period walking in the fall leaves. 

Art:  Create Autumn art work 
* Create art work that describes how the song makes them feel
* Create melodic contour maps using leaves instead of notes
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12.  Pass a Beanbag
CD 1:13
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Game Directions:  Stand in a single circle. While you sing, pass a beanbag around the circle.  One child is outside the circle 
holding a pair of cymbals. When the outside child crashes the cymbals, the person who is holding the beanbag is “out” and 
becomes the next cymbal crasher.  If two people have hands on the beanbag, they are both out and share the cymbal crashing 
responsibility jointly.  If someone drops the beanbag, they are out also.  

Teaching Purpose/Suggestions:  read rhythms, melody    (1)

Playing and Creating:     Use glockenspiels to play C’s after the word “fall”, and F’s after the word “stops.”   Xylophones 
could play F and C on the beat as a bordun.     (2, 3, 4)

Music Reading and Writing: Have the students read the rhythms from the student books, or write the rhythm on the board.   
Sing the song in solfa.  If you don’t teach solfa, show the melodic contour with arm motions.
“Pass the Beanbag” is a reading song/game.  Have the students read the rhythms from the student books, or write the rhythm 
on the board as follows:

qr qr qr qr | qr qr q Q | qr qr qr qr | qr qr q Q

This is a good song to use to show the melodic contour - how the melody goes up and down. (or teach using solfa)  On the 
board draw the contour or have students create their own melody maps for this song.

OO                 OO       O   OO                   OOOO         
     OO       OO     OO             OO      OO       
          OO                                   OO                     O

Play or sing the melody for the students.  Teach and play the game.   If your students learned s m d in Grade 2 have them 
complete the solfege exercise in the student book and sing the melody in solfa.   If solfa is new for your students, use this 
song to label do.  You could then return to song #10 and sing it using solfa notes.    (5)

Listening and Evaluating:   Show the contour of another simple melody. It may be drawn correctly or incorrectly. Play the 
melody and have the students decide if the diagram fits the melody correctly.     (6, 7)

Assess:   
1. Observe and mark on a checklist the students’ ability to pass the beanbag on the beat. 
2.  If teaching solfa notes, mark the solfa exercises that are given in the student book. (and in the reproducibles appendix)

m       d       m                                  m      d      d                                   m     d    d   m




